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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS, 
. TENNESSEE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In April, .1919, at the tequest of the Board · of Education of 
Men1phis, Tenn., the United States Commissioner of Education sub
mitted the conditions on which the Bureau of Education would make 
a sui'vey of the public school systen1 of that city. These conditions, 
as stated by the · Commissioner of Education, follow: 

(1) That the board of education, the superintendent of public schools, and 
all other public officers and teachers connected with the schools will ·give me 
and the persons detailed to make the survey their hearty cooperation, to the 
end that the survey may be made ntost effectively and economically. 

(2) That the survey committee be· permitted to find the facts as they are, 
and, in so far ai may seem advisable, to report them as they are found. 

(3) That the findings of the survey committee and such recommendations 
fol' the iiuprovement of the schools as n1'ay seem to be desirable may be pub
lished as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education at the expense of the Federal 
Government for distribution, first, among the citizens -of Memphis and, second, 
among students ·of education throughout the country. 

( 4) That the necessary expenses of the survey, including expenses for 
travel and subsistence for employees of the bureau detailed for this "~ork, and 
the honotariums and expenses of the one or more additional persons whom it 
may be necessary to employ to assist in the work will be paid by the board of 
education. It is understood, however, that the board will not be obligated for 
expenses beyond $5,000. 
. It is my purpose to begin the surv_ey on or before May 12 and to have the 

field worl{ of it finished in June. The final report will be submitted and printed 
as early as possible after the 1st of July. Such portion as ntay be needed by 
the board in determining their building policy for next year will be submitted 
as much· earlier than the 1st of July as possible. 

On 1\IIay 5 the commissioner was notified that all the conditions 
named had been agreed to. To assist hin1 in making this study the 
commissioner appointed the following cominission: 

THE SURVEY COMMISSION. 

Frank F. Bunker, Speci.aZist in GUy School Systems, Bttreatt of Education, 
director of the B'ttrvey. 

Thomas Alexander, Professor of Elementary Ed1.wation, Peabody College tor 
TeaclJ,ers, Nashville, Tenn. 

·william T. Bawden, Specialist in Vocational Education, Bttrea1.e of Education. 
Hiram Byrd, Specialist in Healtll, Education~ United States Public Health 

Se1·vice. 
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Elmer W. Christy, Supert>isor of Industrial Ed1tcation, Public Schools, Oin-
cirmaii, Ohio. , 

Fletcher B. Dresslar, S1Jeoiali.st in School Architecttwe, Sanitation, Buildings, 
and Equipment,- Bttrea'tt of Education. 

Arthur \V. Dunn, Speeialist in Civic Edttcation, Btweau of Education. 
Will Earhart, Su.pen:-i.sor ot Music, P'ttblia Sc1w-.ol8, Pittsbttrgh, Pa. 
Alice Barrows Fernandez, Specialist in Social and Industrial Problems, Bureau 

of Education. 
Florence C. Fox, Specia.Z.ist in Prinwt·y Grade Ed'ttcaiion, Bureau of Ed·ucation. 
Ada Van Stone Harris, Dit·cctor of Elementary P1·actice Teaching, Public 

Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Carrie. A. Lyford, Specialist in Home Econmnics, Bureau of Edttcation. 
F. A. Merrill, Specialist in School and Hmne Gardening, Bureatt of EdUCJLtion. 
John L. Ham1all, S1Jeoi.alist in School and Hmne Gardening, Bureau -0./ Edu-

cation. 
Willard S. Small, Specialist i1~ School Hygien-e and Physical Education, 'JfUreau 

o{ Education. 
George R. Twiss, Professor of Secondary Ecliication and State High School 

Inspector, Ohio ·state Unive1·sity. 

The "field work began May 12 and was completed June 7, ·except 
that two members of the staff remained two weeks' longer.· •)fl'< 

While the time for the exan1ination of conditions was short, the 
schools closing for the year on June 13, nevertheless, through careful 
organization of the work and through frequent meetings of the staff 
for the discussion of every phase of the problem, definite and positive 
conclusions in which all concurred were quickly reached. Although 
the commission as a whole considered every important activity of the 
work of the system, each member was assigned to the ,particular field 
of his interest. The reports of the members of the comn1ission were 
organized by the director of the survey and transmitted to the Com
missioner of Education for his approval. The report is issued in 
separate parts for general circulation. 

Part 1. Chapter 
Chapter 

THE PARTS TO BE ISSUED. 

I. An Industrial and Social Study of Memphis. 
II. School Organization, Supervision, and Fi-

nance. 
Chapter III. The Building Problem. 

Part 2. Chapter I. The Elementary Schools. 
Chapter ·II. The High Schools. 

Part 3. Civic Education. 
Part 4. Science. 
Part 5. Music. 
Part 6. Industrial Arts, Home Economics and Gardening. 

· Part 7. Health Work. 
This study of the Memphis schools is intended to be a study of 

policies and of practices ; not of persons. The commission has con-
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sciously a voided either praising or blaming, crediting or discrediting, 
individuals. .The matter of placing an estimate upon the value of 
the services which individuals are rendering is the duty of local au
thorities; it falls outside the province of the survey commission and 
has not been attempted. · 

The commission desires to express its appreciation of the courtesy 
and consideration shown its members by citizens qf Memphis, the 
members of the board of education, the secretary's office, the super
intendent and his clerks, and the entire school corps. Without ex
ception, all cooperated to make the investigation as thorough and as 
efficient as the time would permit. 

A s'pecial word of appreciation is clue the management of the 
Young Men's Christian Association for providing office rooms and 

. equipment for the ··staff, without charge, and to the local company 
handling the Burrough's Adding Machine, which very kindly loaned 
one of these machines to the staff. · 

A spmmary. of conclusions and recom1nendations will be found at 
the end of each chapter. 





PART 4o SCIENCE. 

CONTENTS.-1. Science in the eleinentary schools-Science related to other subjects; 
supervision needed. 2. Science in the Central High School-In the curriculums; pupils 
taking science; sequence of courses; quality of teaching; more teachers needed; the 
science equipment. 3. Science in the Vocational High School-Quality of teaching; a 
plan of science work needed. 4. Science in the Kortrecht High School (colored). 

1. SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

According to replies Inade to our inquiries by numerous officials 
and teachers, there is no science or nature study work in any of the 
elementary grades. With respect to this feature, Memphis is per· 
haps like the majority of school systems with which it may fairly 
be compared, but distinctly behind those that are most progressive. 
Science and nature study lessons in smne forn1 constitute a p·art of 
every really progressive elementary school curriculum. 

SCIENCE RELATED TO OTHER SUBJECTS. 

Such lessons should not attempt to present science in the fonn 
and order in which it is presented in high school and college text
books. The lessons should be largely concerned with simple facts 
of a scientific nature that the children can learn by direct observa
tions or fron1 simple experiments that they can understand and even 
make for theinselves. The lessons should grow naturally out of the 
other lessons and projects at which the pupils are working from 
day to day. For example, if they are learning about weights and 
measures in arithmetic, they ought at the same time . to learn by use 
and experiment the si1nple principle of the equal arm balance and 
1nany easily understood facts about balancing, center of gravity, 
and stability that are related to this principle. In connection with 
their lessons in hygiene "'\V hich should be given in every grade, the 
children should learn some of the simpler facts of physiology on 
which our knowledge of hygienic laws are based.- Alongside . their 
lessons in music and singing, they ought t'o learn some of the simple 
facts about sounds, about how musical tones are produced, and what 
are the physi~al causes of the differences in loudness, pitch, and ton~ 
quality upon which the musical properties of sounds depend. 

143639°--20----2 
9 
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School gardening, poultry keeping, bird study, the care of house 
plants and animal pets, and the suppression of harmful insects and 
other pests should furnish a rich assortment of projects and prob
lems out of which profitable science lessons may grow. 

Geography, in the elementary grades is another subject that bristles 
with facts affording opportunities for firsthand learning of simple 
principles of physics, chemistry, and biology through observations 
and experiments that can easily be n1ade by young children under 
suitable guidance. 

Science lessons in th~ elementary grades, though closely connected 
with the other studies and growing naturally out of them, ought not 
to be merely incidental and without plan. There should be a well
conceived and well-balanced development of a body of scientific facts, 
through first-hand experiences with them, but with very little 
theory, from the lowest grades up to the seventh. In the seventh 
and eighth grades there should be a systematic course in general or 
introductory science, based on one of the best of the recent textbooks 
on that subject, to be use'd as a guide by the teacher, but i1ot as a 
basis of set book lessons by the pupils. The book should be used 
by the pupils as a basis for systematic reviews and as a guide to 
systematic organization of principles and the facts which they de
scribe. 

SUPERVISION NEEDED. 

Such a scheme of science lessons in the grade'S is a very vital and 
important part of public education; but if left to the teachers to 
develop and conduct, it 'vill not be a success. There should be a 
supervisor of elementary science instruction whose business it would 
be to plan the scheme of lessons, to teach the teachers how to teach 
it, to give model lessons in the various grades, and to supervise and 
test the work of instruction · done by the teachers. 1¥ e Tecom1nend 
that Sltch a science Sltpervisor be . en~ployed, who slLall i1nrnediately 
begin the gTadual introdltetion of such a scheme of lessons, perfect
ing and ex tending the cmrrse as fast as teachers can be t1·ained prop
erly to do the rwork. 

2. SCIENCE IN THE ·cENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL. 

SCIENCE IN THE CURRICULUJ\fS. 

From the table below, which has been compiled from the chart 
showing the curriculums of the Central High School, one can learn 
what sciences are offered, in what grades each may be taken, in what 
curriculums each mar be taken, and whether in a,ny curriculun1 it 
is required or elective or not offered. 
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TABLE 1.-Bdence studies required an(l elective in the eight curricztl'll1ns of the 
Central IHgh School. 

Latin. History. Scientific. Modern Commer- Technical. language. cia!. 

Science studies. .;::; 
ai 

.;::; 
ai 

.;::; 

~ 
.;::; 

ai .;::; ai .;::; 
ai 0) 0) 0) 

.~ 
0) 0) 

ai .!:1 .e; d .!:1 ~ a5 .!:1 ai ~ 0 .!:1 :d ai .!:1 ~ ::l ::l g. ::l ::l ::l '0 C) '0 o' <.) '0 <.) '0 o' <.) '0 o' <.) '0 o' <.) 

el o' $ d 0) el 0) ro 0) el 0) s 0) 
0) ;... 0) 

~ 
0) 

~ 
;... 0) 

~ 
0) 

~ 
0) 

rJ C!:J p:: ril C!:J p:: C!:J p:: C!:J p:: C!:J p:: C!:J p:: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Goneralscience .......... 9 e 9 .... e 9 r ---- 9 e ---- ---- ---- 9 ---- e 
Botany and zoology..... 10 e fU :::: : · }10 r . . . . 10 c -.. - -.-. ---- ---- --- ... --
Physical geography ..... 11 ---- 2e 12 .... se 12 ____ e 11 e ---- ---- ---- 10 -·-- e 
Physics. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 11 . . . . 2e 12 • • . . se 11 r . . .. 11 e .. . . . . .. . . .. 11 r ... . 
Chemistrv. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 . . . . e 12 . . . . se 12 r . . . . 12 . . . . c .......... -- 12 r ... . 
Household chemistry . .. - . - . - - -- - .. -- . --- - -- - --- - --- - - - -- --- - - -- - - -- - -.. T - - - - - - - - -- - --- - - - - - .. • • 

N~~gr{e~~ ~~~~~~~~- ____ o 1---- ____ 0 ___ _ ---- 4 ----1----1 0 1---J .... 0 ---- ---- 2 ----
Number elective ........ ____ 4 ---- ---- 4 -------- 1 -------- 51-------- 0 -------- 2 

Total offerings.~ .. = =~-4 ==4== ---s--~=~=~-5-~== 0==-4-
Home Elective. I economics. 

~ :a ·<» .s d I d .s - .s '0 '0 '0 0 Science studies. .;::; .;::; 0 
~ ai a5 '0 

0) 

~ 
..., 

i 0) 0) 0) g ai .!:I ~ 0) .!:I :d .!:I ti 0) '§ ~ 
'0 ::l 

<.) '0 ::l 
<.) 

::l <.) <.) 
<.) <.) 

~ s 0' 0) s o' 0) o' ;... 0) ;... ...., ;... ;... 
0 

~ 
0) 0) 

~ 
0) 0 0) 0 0) 

c.::> ~ ~ C!:J ~ ~ ~ ~ z ~ 8 ~ 
---------:------------------------------
General s~ience __________ , 9 ----- e 9 ----- e · 1 12.5 6 75 1 12.5 7 87.5 

Botany and zoology ________________ -----C~~ ::::: : } 1 12.5 4 50 3 37.5 5 62.5 

Physical gc~graphy ..................... { ~i ::::: : } 0 0 6 75 2 25 6 75 
Physics ..... -................. _ . . .. . . .. . 12 . . . . . e 2 25 4 50 2 25 G 75 
Chemistry. , . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 . . . . . e 12 . . . . . e 2 25 5 62. 5 1 12. 5 7 87. 5 
Househol<.fchemiEtry ... 11 r ..................... 1 12.5 0 0 7 87.5 1 12.5 

::~,~~:~::.~': ~~4~~!;1~~~~~~~;;~~ 
1 Either botany or zoology may be elected. 
2 Either physica~ geography or physics must be elected. 
a Either physical geography or physics or chemistry must be elected. 

The first and second columns taken together are to be read as 
follows: 

In five of the eight curriculums no science studies are required; in one of 
them only on'e is required; in another two are required; none of them require 
three, one requires four; and none require five, or more than five. The first 
and third columns and the first and fourth are read together in a similar 
manner. 

This table becomes rather startling to anyone who is iinpressed 
with the importance of the spread of . scientific education; when it 
impresses upon him the fact that in this great high school, where 
a great -and growing city needing science for its future developinent 
is training its future leaders, the pupils who choose any one of five 
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out of the eight curriculums can get by without s.tudying any sci
ence whatever, and that in only two of the eight curriculmns, the 
scientific and the technical, are the students obliged to take more than 
one science study. 

The case looks a little better when we examine the last column, 
and find that six out of the eight curriculums offer either four or 
five sciences either required or elective; and one more offers three 
sciences. In the one remaining, how.ever, the commercial curriculum, 
the pupils can get no. science training at all. 

For example, in the first line of this table we read that "general 
science " is offered in th~ ninth grade of the Latin curriculum, as 
an elective, in the ninth grade of the history curriculum as 
an elective, and in the ninth grade of the scientific curriculum as 
a. required study. It is also elective in the ninth grade in all the 
other curriculun1s excepting the commercial, in which it is not 
offered.· In the synopsis at the ·end of the line' we read that it is 
required in only one, or 12.5 per cent of the eight C"!Jrriculums, but 
is offered as an elective six, or 75 per cent, of thtni, and ·is not 
offered at all in one, or 12.5 per cent of them. 

The smnmary at the bottom of the table gives the number of re
quired science studies, the number elective, and the total number 
offered, in the case of each curriculum. This summary becomes 
more instructive if we distribute the figures in a slightly different 
way, as slwwn in Table 2. 

TAB~E 2.-Number of curr·iculums that otter ea.ch nurnber of science studies. 

Numbers ofsciencestudies. 

No science studies ...................................................... .. 
One science study ......................... ~ ............................ .. 
Two science studies ..................................................... . 
Threes::liencestudies ............................................ -~ ...... .. 
Four science studies .....•...•...•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.••........•...••..•..•••. 
Five science studies ...................................................... . 

Number of curriculums 
offering-

Total 
Required. Elective. re~:Jed 

elective. 

5 
1 
1 
0 
1 • 
0 

1 
1 
2 
0 
2 
2 

1 
0 
0 

. 1 
3 
3 

We have see~ that there are ample opportunities, on paper, for 
the pupils of Central ·High School to study . science. How many of 
them are studying it~ · As many ·as ought to be~ What sciences are 
they studying~ Are the teachers oyerloaded ~ Table 3, made up from 
the teachers' organization reports, enables us to answer these ques
tions. 
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. TABLE 3.---::-Distribution of science st'ltdies by subjects, grades, and sea: of pupils. 

Name of science . Grade. Semester. Boys. Girls Total. 

. -------------------J·----1----------------
Generals :lienee .......•••.•.........•.....•••..•....• 9 1 21 7 28 

Do •......... ~ •.................•...•.•••••.••••. 9 1 15 7 22 
Do .......•............•..•..................••.. 9 1 11 8 19 

. Do .........................•..............•..... 9 2 19 6 25 
Do .........•................•......•.••.•.....•• 9 2 13 15 28 
Do ............................................ ~. 9 2 8 3 11 

Botany an;l zoology .•.... ~ ...•...•.......•...•••.... 10 1 9 19 28 
Do ................••...........•.•.............. 10 1 16 5 21 
Do .................•.•.•..................•..... 10 1 10 14 24 
Do .............................................. 10 2 7 2 9 

PhyE~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 111 1 · 4 7 l1 
111 2 2 13 15 

Ph~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 12 1 14 4 18 
12 2 14 7 21 

Chemistry ............................................ 11 1 21 21 42 
Do .............................................. 11 2 17 12 29 
Do .............................................. 11 2 13 11 24 

SUMMARY. 

Generals :lienee ................................ . .... . 9 1 47 22 69 
Do ............................................. . 9 2 40 24 64 

--------------
TotaL ........................................ . 9 1,2 87 46 133 

-----------------
Botany and zoology ................................ . 

Do ............................................. . 
10 1 35 3S 73 
10 2 7 2 9 

Total. .............................. : ......... . 10 1,2 42 40 82 
====:======= 

PhyE~~~~~~-~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total. ....................................... .. 

Physics ............................................ . 
Do ............................................. . 

11 
11 

11 

12 
12 

1 
2 

1,2 

1 
2 

4 
2 

6 

14 
14 

7 
13 

20 

4 
7 

11 
15 

26 

18 
21 --------------------

Total.......................................... 12 · 1,2 28 11 39 

Chemis. try ..•.•. ~--·· ...•.....•.••• .".................... 11 1 211 21 42 
Do.............................................. 11 2 30 23 53 

------------. ---------
Total ............ :............................. 11 1,2 51 44 95 

Total, ~eneral science .............................. . 
Total, botany and zoology ..............•............ 
Total, physiography ................................ . 

~gt:t [t{~:l~~:-::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~: 
9 

10 
11 
12 
11 

All. 

1 Both in one section. 

1,2 
1,2 
1,2 
1,~ 
1,2 
1,2 

87 
42 
6 

28 
51 

214 

46 
40 
20 
11 
44 

161 

133 
82 
26 
39 
95 

375 

TABLE 4.__:_R-atio of pupils taking science in each grade to enronrnent in that 
grade, and ratio of iJtt1Jils to teacher-hours in each gra.de. 

Number Percent Grade in pupils Number ruu~~~~ Pupils of pupils which Number Sections 
Sciences. per teachers. in grade. in grade science of sec- per 

teacher- ence. who take is taken. tions. teacher. 
hour. science. 

---------------------
General science .........•.•.•. 22.2 1.2 133 576 23.1 9 6 5 
Botany and zoology .......... 20.5 .8 82 357 22.9 10 4 5 
Physiography ............•... 26.0 .2 26 221 11.8 11 1 5 

~~;~~~r!.:: ·. ~: ~:::::: ·.:::::: 31.6 .6 95 221 43,0 11 3 5 
19.5 .4 39 154 25. 3 12 2 5 

Total science ................. 23.4 3.2 375 1,308 28.7 All 16. 5 
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PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS TAKING SCIENCE. 

In order to bring together the most significant facts of this 
table and compare them with the enrollment data, Table 4 has been 
madE}. This assists in the quick interpretation of Table 3. From 
Table 4, colun1n 5, we can see what per cent of the pupils in each 
grade are taking science and what science they are taking. Thei · 
ans1:ver for the first two years and the last year of the high school 
is that about one-quarter ·of then1 are~ and for the third year about 
one-half. Evidently science is not unusually popular in the school, 
for ·only 28.7 per cent of the pupils enrolled in this school are taking 
any. This is about the percentage. that would have to take it on 
account of the graduation requirement of a minimum of credit of 
one unit in science. A fa.P latrger nttmber of these pu.pils mtght, 
in our opinion, to be studying science, and as free election does not 
lJ-ring tlds abou:t 'We suggest that 1n-ore of it be 1'equiT'ed, as ou-tlined 
and explained in Part II, Ch. II, on the science sequence in the 
currimtlu-ms. 

SEQUENCE OF SCIENCE COURSES. 

Tables 3 and 4 show the sequence ·of courses in seience. The order 
might be justified by the argmnent that it is su~stantially the same 
as that in many good high schools. '\Ve believe, however, that 
" gm{e.ral science " should be placed in the sev-enth and eighth 
grades and required of all pupils. Every argument that is made in 
behalf of general science is made stronger by placing it iri these 
grades instead of in the ninth, where it now is. The only valid 
argument that we know of against placing it there is that there are 
so very few elementary teachers who are qualified to do the work. 
The. answer to this argument is contained in our recommendation 
in the first section of this chapter. If the work ought to he done, 
and we believe most emphatically that it ought to be, then a sufficient 
number of promising teaehers should be picked out and trained 
for it. Then let these fe,v teach all of it and nothing else. · This 
might easily be worked out under a special supervisor, as we 
have already recom1nended. With general seience where it be
longs, we recommend civic biology for the ninth grade in all c~r
riculums (to be optional with cmnmunity civics), general geography 
in the tenth, physics in the eleventh, and chemistry in the twelfth. 
This science is justified and explained in Pctrt II, Ch. II, on the 
high school. 

Tables 3 and 4 show tha.t the classes in scienee, with the exception 
of two classes in chemistry, are not too large, and that the science
teachers are not seriously overloaded on the basis of the number of 
pupils each must teach per hour. I-Iowever, the time schedule shows 
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that each one is occupied with science classes or other classwork dur
ing each of the five hours of the school day. This leaves them no 
time within school hours :for setting up and putting away apparatus 
that is used :for demonstration and for pupils' experiments. At least 
one hour per day should be allowed each oi them for such work 
and :for the exantination of notebooks. To provide fm.· this the full 
time of an additional teacher is needed now for science. The teacher 
of physics and chemistry and the teacher of general science are 
especially in need of relief. 

THE QUALITY OF SCIENCE TEACHING. 

We come now to the question as to how well the sciences are 
taught. On this point our observations and inquirie..s led us to the 
conclusion that to most of those who take it general science is being 
made attractive and interesting. There was evidenee of this both 
in the class work observed and in the pupils' replies to our question
naire. There seems, however, to be very little of individual labora
tory work by the pupils and not much of experimental demonstration 
by the teacher. There is too much straight recitation work from 
the textbook and far too little of appeal to direct observat~on and 
experiment, which constitute the very foundation of science.. There 
was no evidence of inductive teaching or of training in the scientific 
method of thinking and of attacking problematic questions. The · 
course was almost wholly informational and bookish in character. 
We were informed by the teacher, however, that some valuable class 
excursions were made, and that boys interested in making wireless
telegraph experiments and model ail~planes outside of school were 
encouraged to bring them in and explain them to the class. This 
is good, so far as it goes, for arousing .inte.rest and stimulating 
initiative. 

The administrative expedient has been resorted to of giving one 
section of this subject to a Latin teacher, who is not specially trained 
in science. Her work in this subject is much more bookish than 
that of the other teacher, and apparently far less effective. It is 
more probable that this lady should be commended for her willing 
spirit in doing her best with a subject in which she is not well pre
pared than that she should be criticized :for not doing better. The 
remedy lies in our recommendation t];lat an additional . science 
teacher be employed. This teacher could then he relieved of science 
work. 

What has been said of this teacher's work applies also to the 
teaching of zoology and bota1iy in the tenth grade. The teaching 
observed and the condition of the equipment in the room where 
these subjects are taught were sufficient to convin_ce the observer 
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that, though her spirit and enthusiasm are commendable, her special 
training in that particular line is inadequate :for the kind of work 
that should be done in biology in a n1odern high school. Nothing 
of discredit should be attached to these teachers if, as we recom
mend, they be assigned to other work :for which they are better 
prepared as soon as the conditions which n1ade it expedient to ask 
them to take science work can be removed. R.ather they should 
receive the thanks of the administration :for putting their shoulders 
to the wheel when there was need and doing as well with the work 
as they have done. 

A~10ther condition which does not make for the best type of science· 
\York exists in connection with the eleventh-grade physiography. 
The first-semester class and the second -semester class in this subject 
are so small that it was found expedient·to combine the,m in one 
section. Thus there were in one section, working together, one group 
of pupils who had studied the subject for a hal:£ year longer than 
the other group. Such a class is very difficult to handle in a way 
that is fair and satisfactory to both groups. Furthermore, the teacher 
of this one class has :for the remainder of her work :four sections 
in first-year algebra, so that in the case of the Latin teacher above 
referred to her science class is, as it were, a 1nere side line. This 
teacher has had some good special college preparation in physiog
raphy, in which she evidently took nnlCh interest and did good 
work. There was, however, the same apparent tendency to bookish
ness and lack of breadth in the teaching here as noted in the other 
two sciences. There was also a similar lack of system in caring 
for and using the somewhat meager equipment provided for thi::; 
department. We have recommended a broader course-general 
geography-for the second year in all curriculums, which would 
require the organization in 1920-21 of about 13 or 14 sections in this 
important subject. In our opinion this teacher should be encouraged 
to go on with further preparation in geography with a view to giv
ing her full time to the work. vVith this as her only work and her 
chief interest and with furthe,r training in the 1nethod and content 
of general geography we believe that she would develop into an 
excellent teacher of the subject. 

The teaching of chmnistry, though not free from smne of the faults 
that have been noted in Pm't II, Ch. II, on the.work of the teachers 
of all departments, appears to be very successful. This is probably 
due largely to the :fact that the teacher has specialized strongly in 
the subject, and has also had good all-round training in science, 
and is a 1nan of maturity and experience in the work. His teaching 
loa4~ however, is too heavy~ and we recon1mend that he be relieved 
by employing another man to conduct the work in physics and build 
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up the classes in this subject until it reaches and 1naintains the promi
nence in the school that it should have . 

.At present there are two extra classes in chemistry that are run on 
the schedules o£ two of the regular classes, thus dividing the attention 
and effort of the teacher of physics and chemistry. One of these is ~ 
'Voluntary class of four girls in household chemistry, and the other a 
'Voluntary class of boys in analytical chemistry.. These are both suc
cessful, though for the teacher they represent voluntary work under
taken in the service of pupils who have developed special interest in 
chmnistry. There is a fine field in this school and community for the 
development of some special advanced classes in chemistry for those 
pupils who are aiming at employment in agriculture, pharmacy and 
th~ cotton and lumber industries; and the teacher of this subject is 
anxious to develop them. In order to do this, it is essential that he 
be relieved of the physics classes a~ suggested above. 

l\fORE SCIENCE TEACHERS NEEDED. 

If the science program that we have recommended should be 
adopted by the board, it will be necessary gradually to increase the 
number of science te.achers as the classes successively swing into the 
new curriculums. The number of classes to be provided for would 
probably be approximately as follows: 

N'ttmber of classes to be p1·ov'ided in the science progra:nb 'i·eco1nmended. 

Subject. Number Number Number 
o!pupils. of classes. of!~ch- . Grade. ____________________ , ____ , ___ --.--

Civic biology ...................... ' ........................ . 
General geography ................................. . .......... . 
Physics ........... . ... .. .... .. .... . ................ _ ..... ___ .. . 
Household physics and chemistry .. _ .. __ .. _ .... ----- .......... . 
Art reproduction ....... . ....... · ............................... . 

. 8t:}~t~~: ~~~~~~~d ·_ ~:: :::: :: ::::: ::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: : : : 

300 11 2.2 Ninth. 
350 14 2.8 Tenth. 

75 3 .6 Eleventh. 
fO 2 .4 Do. 
20 1 .2 Twelfth. 
80 ~} 1.0 Do. 30 

TotaL .................................................. . 905 36 7.2 

This is only a rough estimate, based on such meager data for pre-· 
diction as are now available, but it is believed to be not far frmn 
what would be true if the new curricula were in operation. Allow
ance has not been made for increased numbers of pupils in the 
sch.ool, the prediction being based on present enrolln1ent. Some 
allowance should be 1nade for an ahnnal increase in attendance, 
which, if the recommendations of the survey are carried out, will 
probably be greater than the normal increase due to growth in pop
ulation. As the full time of three teachers is now engaged ancl 
two-tenths of the time of r. fourth, the -·curriculum changes recom-
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1nended would probably involye engaging four additional teachers 
for science. This does not necessarily mean four additional teachers 
for the school, as fev.'er would be . needed for some of the other sub
jects, such as foreign language, mathematics, and English. If the 
survey com~11ission's recommendation of establishing_ junior high 
schools is adopted, the surplus of teachers in these departments could 
be assigned to the junior high schools. The ninth-grade science 
teachers would of course be assigned there also. 

THE SCIENCE EQUIPl\;IENT. 

The science equipment in the Central High School is of a sub
stantial character, and indicates that the school board in ~he past 
has been disposed to provide generously for science. There is a lab
oratory for chemistry, and one for physics, and a large_ classroom 
with opera chairs; demonstration table and apparatus cabinets ad
joining these labor~tories and available for class work in cith~r sub
ject. There. is ample storage roo1n conveniently arranged fq_r both 
physical and chemical apparatus and supplies. For both of these 
subjects the kinds and ap1ounts of equipment that nrc needed are to 
a large degree on . hand and are well cared for and .systematica1ly 
arranged. Th~ table space and romn space provided for physics 
and chemistry are sufficient for the classes as they now are, imt 'vith 
the new curriculums, combined laboratory and classroom will be 
needed (for physics, household physics and chemistry, and art re
prod nction) . 

The room in which physiography is now taught has a demonstra
tion table and specimen cabinet which are very snthdactory, but no 
place to store maps and charts, and no tables for individual labora
tory work For modern instruction in general geography, or even in 
physiography, the furniture and equipment here are very inadequate. 
If general geography is required in all curricula, as we recommend, 
there will be from 13 to 15 sections in this subject. This will require 
one laboratory room and two classrooms to· ·be in constant use 
throughout each day of the week and a 1niniil1un1 laboratory and 
classroom equipment of apparatus for 30 pupils working together at 
one· time. The amount and kind of equipment needed for a labora
tory in general geography and the ma'llner of using, storing, and 
caring for it are fully described in Twiss's Principles of ScieJ1ce 
Teaching, Chapter XVI (Macn1illan, . N. Y., 1917). 

For botany and zoology there are 36 good n1icroscopes, with an 
excellent specially-built cabinet in which .to stord them. Twelve of 
these Inicroscopes were OUt of commission, the reason given being 
that they were in need of repairs. There was also a large aquarium, 
also out of commission and badly out of repair. The room was sup-
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plied with a good demonstration . table and a storage case, occupied 
mostly with a miscellaneous collection of speciinens and utensils ar
ranged according to no recognizable system, and in poor condition. 
-The room and its contents fall far short of what a modern high
school laboratory for biological studies should be. 

If, according to our recomn1endation, civic biology be placed in all 
curriculums and 1nade optional with community civics, it is fair to 
esti1nate that about 300 pupils will be studying it, making 11 sections, 
and requiring constant use of at least two rooms, each systematically 
furnished and equipped as a combined laboratory and classroom. 
This would require a considerable amount of additional equipment 
in cha:rtk, specimens, and biological apparatus arid ni.aterials. It 
would 'be useless, however, to install this unless at least one of the 
two necessary teachers is to have the traini!1g and experience iii 
biologicitl work that will guarantee its· proper care ai1d efficient use. 

The .equipment Df biological rooms is discussed fully in· Twiss,.s 
Principles of Science Teaching, Chapters X and XIII, in Lloyd and 
BigeloW's Teaching of Biology ·(Longmans & CO.), ·and in Ganing's 
The Teaching Botanist {Macinillan). · 

A special rooni is provided for g-eneral science, arid is fUrnished 
and well equ1ppoo for' demonstration and individual laboratory ex
perirnents. If, as w~ have recmnmended, g-eneral science is trans
ferred to · the seventh and eighth grades, practically all the equip·
ment of this roon1 n1ight be used for the course in household physics 
and chemistry, which we have recommended for thehonle 'econoinies, 
n1usic, and art curriculums. . 

Some addition's to the equipment that _are needed immediately, 
whether the recommended curriculum changes are to be made or n~~' 

. are as follows: Some ·additional apparatus :for physics, especially in 
sound and light; a good screw-cutting lathe, drill press, grinder, and 
wood and metal bench tools for the equipment of a physics shop, the 

· purpose of which is to make and repair apparatus; lantern slides 
and microscopic slides; stout opaque curtains for darkening all 
sci€nce rooms when the projecting lantern is used; electric connec:
tions in each of these roon1s for the lantern; charts,' wall1naps,"and 
blackboard outline n1aps for geography, and storage cabinets for 
these; charts, skeleton, ·specnnens~ and biological glassware for 
biology. 

3. SCIENCE IN THE VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL. 

This is a vocational high school in which shop work is prominent; 
and one would natuTally expect to find hm~e strong and well
developed courses in physics, especially mechanics and electricity in 
cheinistry, for students fitting themselves for industrial occupations, 
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and civic biology or at least physiology and hygiene for: all pupils. 
It was somewhat surprising, therefore, to find nothing of the sort. 
There are no laboratories equipped for work in science, and no 
teachers in the corps, -so far as the observer could learn, who are 
competent to teach science. Such apparatus as there was gave no 
evidence of being properly used or cared for, and · though there was 
in one room. a demonstration table, there was no such thing as a 
laboratory table at which pupils could experiment. 

There were found three subjects which were said to be science, 
viz, " General science," " 'vood technology and timber physics," and 
"printing design." 

QUALITY OF THE TEACHING. 

vVhat was designated as general science was given in the room 
where the den1onstration table was. There was no evidence of pupil 
experimentation and very little that any effective experimenting was 
done by the teacher before the pupils. The subject 1natter Wf1:J$ .mainly 
on home gardening ancl agriculture. Examination of th~ pupils' 
notebooks showed that they were all alike, being n1erely dictation 
from the teacher, taken down word for word excepting when the 
teacher was misunderstood, when the pupil would get down some
thing that n1ade no sense. The teacher's method was first to " lec
ture" to the pupils, while they sat passive; then the next day he dic
tated an abstract of the "lecture" which they copied verbatim; then 
on the third day he questioned the pupils on this dictation; The 
observer he~c·cl one of his "re~itations." It was in eighth-grade 
physiology ; and the topic was " Common cliseases." The questions 
were mostly purely factual, calling for no thought 'vhatever. Reln-. 
tions among facts were not sought. The pupils' responses were about 
as frequently incorrect as correct. Their attitude was apathetic. 
There was nothing in the entire procedure that could rightfully be 
called education. 

The course in "wood technology and timber physics;" as outlined 
by its teacher, looked well and promising, but the classromn work did 
not confirm this impression. The class work observed in this subject 
was memoriter recitation frmn a very ele1nentary textbook about wood 
technology. The book was of about the grade that would be suitable 
for a supplementary reader in the seventh grade. The Inethocl of the 
teacher was to have the class study a part of the lesson for 5 or 10 
minutes while he did the same. He would then call then1 to atten
tion, and with his finger on the page ask them two or three questions 
in a halting, hesitating manner. Then would follow another brief 
period of study by teacher and pupils and two or three more ques
tions, and so on. The questions were mostly of a rather trivial sort, 
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and the answers were given usually by several pupils together, ~a~h 
answering in his own way, so that nothing in particular could be 
distinctly hear.d. The teacher is said to be an excellent woodshop 
man. At the exposition grounds is a well-built bungalow booth, 
which the observer was told had been built by some pupils under his 
direction. Evidently this man's time should be given to shop instruc
tion. 

In further search for scientific instruction the room whe.re the 
class in " printing design " was working ·was visited. This was a 
small drawing room occupied by the teacher and three or four boys. 
The observer had been told that in this class the physics and chem
istry of color, pigments, and paper were taught. He was not able 
to elicit from the teacher, the students, or the little textbook of 
design that was in use any scrap of evidence that scientific instruc
tion or experimenting of any sort had been carried 011 in connection 
with this class. The w~rk in printing ·design as such, however·, 
appeared to be efficient. _ 

The 'Jj¥ain fact, ' then, with regard to this school is that no science 
instruction whatever is given in it that is worthy of the name, and 
that aside from a very few microscopes and 1nagni:fying glasses and 
some :few pieces of physical apparatus and bottles of chemicals 
there is little of a material sort with which to teach sciences. 

A PLAN OF SCIENCE W.ORK NEEDED. 

To continue the.pretense of teaching science that now exists would 
certainly be unwise. 'Vhatever is done in the :future should start 
with a policy and a plan and be built from the ground up. The 
plan at the beginni~g should carry with it at least two trained 
and competent science teachers and two ~aboratories~one for physics 
and the other for chemistry___:both modern and :fully equipped for 
·individual experiments by the pupils and demonstration experi
ments by the teacher. The apparatus for physics should be as 
largely as possible such as is used in actual practice in the ~ndus
tries, and the science principles should be intro~uced through the 
working out of practical projects and problems connected with the 
industries, especially those of Memphis and the vicinity. 

We recommend for this school the same sequence of scientific 
studies that has been recOinmended for the Central High School., 
namely, ninth grade, civic biology; tenth grade, general geography; 
eleventh grade, physics; twelfth grade, chemistry, and for the same 
reasons. Looking toward the future, however, the school eventually 
should offer a number of short intensive courses in the various phases 
of physics and chemistry that are needed in direct application to the 
industrial and commercial vocations for which the pupils are pre-
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paring. The subjects for the- ninth and tenth grades and ~ene~·al 
science in the -seventh and eighth should be taught, not primarily 
for vocational purposes, but rather for the purposes of citizenship 
and-individual develop1nent. The aims and methods should be the 
same as for the pupils attending Central High School. The teachers 
and equipn1ent, of course, should be of the very b~st and most 
nractical character. 
L In the opinion of the observer very little can be done to improve 
the condition of the science or any of the- academic work in the 
Vocational High School until either a new school plant is erected 
or the crowded condition is relieved and the building is .consider
ably remodeled. It is dark, dingy, unwholesome, and most~y poorly 
lighted and ventilated. Furthern1ore, not much can be doi1e until ·. 
the school is changed from its present unorganized, ahno~t chaotic 
condition as to adn1inistration into an efficient organization with · a 
definite and well-planned assortment of curriculums suited to the 
needs of the various gToups of pupils who attend it. Consideration 
of such changes as thes~ -should precede any changes plai'ined for 
science. 

4. SCIENCE IN THE KORTRECH'r HIGH SCHOOL (COLORED). 

The condition of this high school for the colored children is even 
worse than that of the Vocational High School. In fact, it is noth
ing short of pitiable. The school building is unclean, unsafe, in-· 
sanitary, poorly arranged, badly lighted, and unsuitably located. 
Furthermore, it is badly congested. The office room is so small as 
to be almost useless; there is n9thing that.1night justly be called a 
library; and there is no laboratory, and no science equipment what
(·ver, excepting a few bottles and test tubes -and a few broken pieces 
of antiquated physical n pparatus. It is impossible to do anything 
but textbook and recitation work; and even such work, on account 
of the constant overci'owcling of the room, must be done under the 
greatest of difficulties. 

The teacher· of science is intelligent and well trained. He has 
very sensible and ·clear ideas as to the needs of _ the Negro children 
and as to wl1at and how they- should be taught. He is trying to 
train then1 through elementary science in habits of neatness·, indus
try, and exactitude, and is end ea. voring to ·teach them how to think. 
He has no delusions as to their capacities, and he believes in educat
ing them for the occupations which they must follow. He was par
ticularly clear as to the necessity of picking out those few who excel 
the others in intellect, teaching them how to think, and instilling 
into then1 ideals of serYice and citizenship, _in order that they may 
become wise and safe leaders of their race. His training in science 
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has evidently been such that if given adequate facilities he could 
give these colored children the kinds and amounts of training in the 
sciences that they are 1nost capable of profiting by. The immediate 
need here is for simple, economical science equipment forphysiology 
and hygiene, for elementary physics, and for botany and gardening. 
Ample closets are needed in which to keep these. No n1oney should 
be spent in laboratoty furniture for this building. There is no place 
to install it. ~ 

The aims of this school should be two. The first is industrial and 
commercial-to fit the great bulk of those children for citizenship 
and fo,r ,the occupations that are open to theni. For the most of this 
group a two years' conrse beyond the eighth grade should be ample. 
The seQq.ncl is preparatory-to select the few who have considerably 
1nore than the average endowment of intellect and ambition, and 
prepare ·'thein for the higher institutions for colored youth where 
they can . be trained as teachers, lawyers, ministers, and physicians 
for the; ,service o,f tJleir people. The proper training of . this Inate
rial for leadership·an1ong the Negroes seems to the writer one of the 
most imp6rtant factors in the ultimate solution of the race problmn 
both in the South and the North. Is there any W<l,y in which n1oney
and lots of it-can be spent 1nore profitably for the public safety than 
in the moral, religious, and civic education not only of those Negro 
youth but the youth of all the other various races that 1nake up our 
people, who are destined to become the leaders of the race groups 
to which they belong~ A well-located, 1nodern high-school pla11t, 
housing a well-organized, ably administered, and carefully super;
vised Negro, high school is an investment that would yield la]:ge 
dividends in safety and prosperity for Memphis. 
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